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Multimedia o~吋je民ct胞s are distributed and replicated in peerト'-tωo-p伊ee町r(P2P) overlay networks since o~吋je即ct臼s are 
cached， down叫1叫loaded，and personaliz詑e~ in I~cal peer c~mputers. An application has to find target peer computers 
which support enough types and quality of service of 0同ects.Each peer has acquaintance peers which support 
information on where 0均ectsexist and can be manipulated. We discuss how to obtain access rights to detec-t -and 
f!1ar:tipulate objects with help and cooperation of acquaintances. We discuss a new type of flooding algorithm to 
find tar~et peers based 0"-charge concept so that areas where target peers are expec-ted to exist are more deeply 
searched and explosion of messages is prevented. 

P2Pオーバレイネットワーク上に分散したマルチメディアオブ、ジェクト

渡辺健一榎戸智也滝沢誠

東京電機大学大学院理工学研究科情報システム工学専攻

P2Pオーバレイネットワークでは、種々のマルチメディアオブジェクトがピア内に分散される。アプ
リケーションは、十分な QoSを提供するオブジェクトをもっピアを見つける必要がある。各ピアは、オブ
ジェクトの存在位置やその操作方法に関する情報を提供する知人ピアをもっ。本論文では知人ピアを用い
たアクセス権の取得方法やオブジェクトの検索方法について議論する。また、オブジェクトを保持するピ
アコンビュータの検索方法として、新たに電荷という概念をベースとした拡散検索方式を提案する。

1 Introduction 

According to the development of common frame-

works of computers and networks， various types and 
huge number of computers are now interconnected in 
peer-仰圃peer(P2P) overlay networks [3]. Service sup-
ported by multimedia objects in a P2P overlay net-
work is characterized by quality of service (QoS) like 
frame rate and number of colours. In multimedia ap-
plications， multimedia objec臼訂ereplicated and dis-
tributed in nature on multiple computers since objects 
are downloaded， cached， and personalized in local 
computers. In addition， only a part of a multimedia 
o対ectmay be stored in a compu肌 Furthermore，an 

object downloaded in computers may support QoS dif-
ferent from the original object. It is critical to sup-
port applications with su節cient，possibly necessary 
QoS in change of services supported by computers and 
networks. A P2P overlay network is stateless infras-
tructure where huge number of peer computers are in-
cluded and the membership is dynamical1y changed. 
If a peer would like to obtain some service of an ob-
ject， the peer has to find peers which can manipulate 
the object or replica of the object with enough QoS. It 

is difficult for each peer to perceive what objects are 
distributed to what peers. Each peer has acquaintallce 
peers which the peer perceives what objects with what 
QoS are stored， perceived， or can be manipulated. A 
view of a peer Is a set of the acquaintances. A peer 
白rstasks acquaintances in its view to detect objects， 
obtain access rights， and manipulate objects. If ob-
jects which satisfy QoS requirements are not detected 
in the view， an acquaintance in tum asks its acquain-

tances. In flooding algorithms [2，5] to find 0句ectsin 
P2P overlay networks， a peer asks every acquaintance 
if the peer supports objects and each of the acquain-
tances furthermore asks its acquaintances. Counters 
like ITL (time-to-live) [5] and HTL (hops-to-live) [2] 

are used to prevent inde白nitecirculation and explosion 
of request messages. If there are multiple candidate 
ways to find objects， some way with higher possibil-
ity to find the objects should be more deeply searched. 
A request is assigned some charge. The charge of the 
request is decreased each time the request is passed 
over a peer. If there are muhiple routes from a peer， 
a request is transmiUed to each route with charge. If 
there is larger possibility to find an object in a route， a 
request to the route is more charged. 

ln section 2， we present a system model. In sec-
tion 3， we discuss distribution of objects in peers. In 
section 4， we discuss acquaintances of each peer. In 
section 5， we discuss how to detect objects. In section 
6， we evaluate the charge-based flooding algorithm. 

2 System Model 

An object is an instantiation of a class. A class 
is composed of attributes and methods for manipulat-
ing its object. An object is an encapsulation of values 
of attributes and methods. A col1ection of attribute 
values are referred to as state of an object which is 
characterized by QoS like frame rate. Not only state 
but also QoS of an object are manipulated through 
methods. QoS supported by an object is changed as 
well as state of the object if the object is manipulated 
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by methods. For example， some application degrades 
the frame rate of a video object by a method degrade. 

Even if a state t of an object supports enough QoS， an 
application cannot obtain enough QoS from the state t 
if a method op is not well facilitated to manipulate the 

object with its QoS. Thus， QoS supported by an object 
depends on QoS of both state and method. 

An access right (or permission) is specified in a pair 

(0， op) of an 0対ect0 and a method op. Only a subject 

s who is granted an access right (o，op) is allowed to 
manipulate an object 0 through a method op. A role is 

a collection of access rights， which shows a job func-

tlOn m an enterpnse. 

Suppose a subject s invokes a method op1 on an 

o対ect01 where s is granted an access right (01， op1). 

Then， a method op2 on an 0吋ect02 is invoked in the 

method op1. There are centralized and distributed ap-

proaches to controlling access to objects. In the cen-

tralized approach， the subject s invokes the method 

op2・Here，the subject s is allowed to manipulate the 
object 02 only if s is granted an access right (02， op2). 

In the distributed approach， the method op2 is invoked 
in a method of an object 02 on behalf of the subject s. 
The method OP2 is allowed to be performed only if the 

access right (02， op2) is granted to the invoker object 

01・Evenif the subject s is not granted the access right 
(02， op2)， the method叩 2is invoked by the object 02 

if the 0対ect02 is granted the access right (02， op2). 

The object 01 plays a role of surrogate of the subject 

s to manipulate the object 01・

3 Distribution of Objects 

3.1. Layered structure 

There. are two layers， logical and physical ones， in 
a P2P overlay network [Figure 1]. A logical model 

is composed of only logical objects which are inde-

pendent of distribution of objects in peers. Each log-

ical object is identi自edby an logical object identi-

fier (LOID). An application manipulates logical ob-
jects with QoS requirement without being conscious 

of where the objects exist in networks. A logical re-

quest is specified in a form (0， op， Q) where 0 is a log-

ical object， op is a method of the object 0， and Q is 
QoS requirement. 

Each logical object 0 is distributed to peers at phys・

ical layer. A unit of distribution of the logical object 0 

is referred to as physical 0勾ect.A physical model is 

composed of physical objects. A physical object may 

be a part of the logical object 0 and may be one ob-

tained by changing QoS of the logical object o. Each 

physical object is identified by a physical object iden-

tifier (POID). 

A directory shows a mapping information among 
the logical and physical models. For a given identifier 

id of a logical object 0， physical objects with location 
information are found through the directory. 

In this paper， we assume that every peer knows a 

logical model of a P2P overlay network. Each peer 

can only have a p訂tof the mapping information and 

the physical mode1. Peers may be fau1ty， leave and join 
the network， and change their physical objects， e.g. 
downloading and caching. It takes time to propagate 

the charge to every peer in the network. Hence， some 
pair of peers have inconsistent mapping information. 
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Figure 1. Layers. 

3.2. Physical objects 

Let p( 0) be a collection {01，・・・，On} of physical 
objects of a logical object 0 (η~ 1). A replica of 

an object is also a physical 0対ect.A term “o吋ect"

means a physical object for simp1icity in this pape仁
Objec白紙cIassified with respect to what p制 ofstate

and methods of a logical object 0 are supported by the 

objects with what QoS. 

1. If an object Oi has same attributes as a logical 

object 0， Oi isルlly.instantiated (Oi三 10). Oth-

erwise， Oi is partially instantiated for a logical 

object 0 (Oi cI 0). 
2. An object Oi is fully equipped for a logical object 

o (Oi三E0) if Oi suppo口sa same set of methods 

as the logical object o. Otherwise， Oi is partially 
equipped (Oi cE 0). 

3. If an object Oi supports the same QoS as the ob-
ject 0， the replica Oi is fully qualified (Oi三Q0). 

4. If an object Oi suppo口slower QoS than the log-
ical object 0， Oi is less-qual伊ed(Oi cQ 0). If 
an object Oi supports higher QoS than the logical 

object 0， Oi is more qualified than 0 (0 cQ od. 

Let us consider an example of a movie object 0 

which is composed of plane and background objects 

[Figure 2]. The movie object 0 supports methods dis-

play and delete. An object 01 is full for a logical ob・
ject 0 (01三 oor 01三 IEQ0). 百len，an object 02 is 

derived by copying the background object of the ob-

ject 01・Theobject 02 has a same set of methods as 01・
Here， 02 c 1 01 and 02三 EQ01. A pair of objects 03 

and 04 are also derived from the object 01・03cE 01 
and03三101. A display method is less qualified in the 

object 03 than display of 01・03cQ 01・04三101 and 
04 cE 01・Inaddition， QoS of a background object 
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in the object 04 is more degraded than 01・Here，04is 
less qualified than 01， i.e. 04 cQ 01・

。 O 

Figure 2. Relations among Objects. 

Relations among objects訂 erepresented in a di-
rected graph named object graph. Each node shows 
an object. A directed edge from a node Oi to another 
node 0; shows the relations三，三1三Q，::E， cI， cQ， 
and c E. For types of full relations Oi三 Oj'Oi三I

Oj，Oi三Eoj，and ot三QOj among objects Oi and Oj， 
there are following directed straight edges from an ob-
ject node Oi to another node Oj; Oi -Oj if Oi三 Oj.and 

Oi竺Ojif Oi三αOjfor αE  {I， Q， E}・Fortypes of 
partial relations Oj c Oi， Oj cI Oi， Oj cE Oi， and Oj 
cQ Oi among objects Oi and Oj， there are following 
directed dotted edges from a node Oi to another node 

Oj; Oiー+Oj if Oi 2 Oj and Oiーさ+Oj if Oi 2αOj・

4. Acquaintances 

We discuss how to find a peer what has multimedia 
objects which satis白esQoS requirement and manipu-
late the objects in P2P overlay networks. An applica-
tion has to find peers which can manipulate objects， 

maybe replicas of a logical object with QoS which 
satisfy applications' requi陀 ments.Here， a target ob-
ject shows an object which a peer would like to ma-
nipulate. In addition， services supported by peers are 
dynamically changed. Since types of objects are dis-

tributed to a large number of peers and objects are 
changed time by time， it is not easy to find target peers. 

Each peer computer C is composed of an object 
base 0 B which is a collection of 0句ects.We discuss 
what k，inds of relations exist among subjects， i.e. peers 
and objects. First， a peer C is referred to as serve an ob-
ject 0 (written as C I 0) if the object 0 is stored in the 
object base of the peer c. The peer C is also referred to 
as server of the object o. An object 0 is manipulated 
through a method op even by a remote pe飢

A peer c can manipulate an object 0 through a 
method op (cドop0) if the peer c is granted an access 
right (0， op). The server c of an object 0 is assumed to 

manipulate the object 0 for a method op (cト=op0) if 
c serves 0 (c I 0). A P閃 rc can manipulate an object 
o (cド0)if cト=op0 for some method op. If access 
to an object 0 is controlled in a discretional way， ac-
cess rights granted to a peer c can be further granted to 
other peers by the peer c. A peer c can grant an access 
right (o，op) to another peer (cトop0) ifthe p白 rc is 
granted the access right (0，仰).The peer c can revoke 
access rights. Here， the peer c is referred to as granter 

of the object o. Another peer c' can ask the granter 
peer c to grant an access right (0， op) on the 0句ect0 

to c' if c' is not granted the access right (0， op). A 
peer c can grant an access right on an object 0 to an-
other peer (cト0)if cトop0 for some method op. If 
an object 0 takes a mandatory access control， a peer c 

cannot grant an access right to other peers (cド0)even 
if cト=o. Only an owner peer of the object 0 can grant 
access rights on the object 0 to other peers. A peer c 
can do something on an object 0 (c d. 0) i仔oneofthe 
relations c I 0， cト=0， and c ~ 0 holds but it is not sure 
which one holds. A perception relation口denotesone 

of the relations 1，ド，ト， andムi.e.ロε{I，ト=，ト，ム}.
If a peer c knows that another peer ci serves an ob-

ject 0，“c→ ci I 0". Similarly， c → Ciドop0 if a peer 
c knows that another peer Ci can manipulate an object 
o through a method op. Here， it is noted that the peer 

Ci may not be a server of the object o. A peer c knows 
that a peer Ci can manipulate an object 0 with some 

method (c→ Ciト=0)，ふ C→ αドop0 for some 
method op. c → q トop0 if a peer c knows that an-
other peer Ci can grant an access right (o，op). c → Ci 

トoif c → ciトop0 for some method op. Knowledge 
on what a peer c knows is stored in an acquaintance 
base (AB) of the p回 rc. Furthermore， c → C1→ c210 

means c→ (Cl→ (c21 0)). That is， a peer c knows that 
another peer C1 knows that the other peer C2 serves an 
object 0 [Figure 4]. A relation C1→車 C2holds for a 

pair of peers C1 and C2 i仔C1→ C2or C1→ C3→事 C2

for some peer C3・Apeer c may know that another peer 
Ci knows something about an object 0 but is not sure 

which relation c → Ci 10， c → Ciト=0， or c → Q トO
holds. This relation is shown in c → q ムO.

白歯
C→Qlo c→C;巨O

一-:perωption ー:manipulation 

Figure 3. Acquaintances. 

Each peer Ci has its own view which is a subset of 
peer computers to which the peer ci can directly per-
ceive in a P2P network. An acquaintance of a peer 
computer Ci is another peer Cj which knows where 
objects are served and can be manipulated. That is， 
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Figure 4. Acquaintances. 

a peer Cj is an acquaintance of a peer c; for an object 
o with respect to a perception relationロ(writtenas Ci 

=ザ C;)if c;→ Cj口吻 ofor an object o. A peer匂isan

acquaintance of a peer c; for an object 0 (c;功。 Cj)if 

q→3匂 forsome relationロ.A peer Cj is an acquain-

tance of another peer c; (c;キCj)ifc;キoCj for some 

object o. Let view(c;) be a set of acquaintance peers 

ofa p白 rc;， view(ci) = { Cj 1 Ci吟勺}.The acquain-

tance relation 時 isreflexive but is neither symmetric 

nor transitive. Even if a peer c; thinks another peer Cj 
to be its acquaintance， the peer Cj may not think the 
peer c; to be an acquaintance. A pair of peers c; and 
匂arefriends i仔c;=令匂 andCj => c;. For a peer Ci 

加 dan object 0， the following sets are defined. 

・O(c;)= { 0 1 c; =>0 Cj for some Cj }. 
• A(c;， 0) = { Cj 1 Ci功。 Cj} (C view(c;)). 

• S(c;， 0) = {匂 1c; =斗り， i.e. c;→匂 1・o}. 

・M(c;， 0) = {匂 1Ci =>r Cj}・
• G(c;， 0) = { Cj 1 c; =令:cj}.

• U(c;， 0) = {匂 Ic;→合勺， i.e. c;→勺ム・ o}.

Here， A(c;， 0) = S(Ci， 0) U M(c;， 0) U G(c;， 0) U 

U(c;， 0). 

Suppose a peer Ci would like to manipulate an ob-

ject o. First， a peer c; asks an acquaintance Cj on an 
object 0 in ils view view(c;)， Cj E A(Ci， 0). Suppose 
thal a server Cj of the object 0 (Cj 1 0) is detected， 
which satisfies出eQoS requirement. Otherwise， the 

peer Ci has to find another peer Ck which can manipu-

late an object 0 (Ckト=0) or can grant an access right 

(Ckト0).There are two cases. The peer Cj can make 

an access to the object 0 in the server Cj. A peer which 

is granted an access right on an object is a surrogate of 

the object. If the peer c; has a surrogale Cj of a server 

Ck of an object 0， the peer Ci can ask the agent Cj to 
access to the server Ck [Figure 5]. The su町ogateCj 

issues requests to the server peer Ck on behalf of the 

peer Ci. In another case， the agent Cj knows that Ck is 
granted an access right to the object 0 [Figure 6]. The 

acquaintance Ck notifies the peer Ci of the granter Ck. 

Here， Ck is now an acquaintance of the peer ci (Ci→ 

Ckト0).Then， the peer ci asks the granter peer Ck to 
grant an access right on the object 0 to Ci・Ifgranted， 
the peer c; manipulates the object o. 

The acquaintance relation“c;=今 Cj"is weighted 

by the trustworthy factor 1 (= W(c;， Cj)) (Ci 4. Cj)・

Suppose c;与匂 andCi与 Ck.If h > 12， the peer c; 

Figure 5. Surrogate. 

Figure 6. Acquaintances. 

considers a peer Cj to be more reliable than Ck・Here，
the weight Icロ01of a relation C口ofor a peer C and 

an object 0 is defined to be as follows: Icト01= 3， Ic 
ド01= 2， and Ic 101 =1. ICl→ C2口・ 01is IC2口車 01+
l百letrustworthy factorんofCi功。 Cjis defined to 

be l/lcj口事 01.

Each peer computer Ci has an acquailltallce base 

ABi. The acquaintance base ABi is composed of in-

formation on what objects are stored in what comput-

ers， S(c;， 0) for every object 0 in O(Ci) 

5. Detection of Objects 

An application issues a陀 quest(0， op， Q) where 0 

is a logical object， op is a method of the logical 0句ect

0， and Q is QoS. We have to find target physical ob・

jects of the logical 0吋ect0 supporting the method op 

which satisfies QoS requirement Q. There are many 
discussions on how to find target objecls in a P2P over-

lay network. In the centralized way like Napster [1]， 
an index showing locations of objects is stored in one 

peer . Every peer自rstasks the centralized index com-

puter to get location information of an interesting ob-
ject. Then， a peer is selected in the location informa-

tion and a request is sent to the pee仁 Inthe自ooding

algorithms [2， 5]， a peer asks some number of other 

peers if they have objects which the peer would Iike 
to get. If not， each of the peers furthermore asks other 
peers. In order to resolve inde自nitecirculation and 

explosion of messages， each peer sends a request to 

only a limited number of peers and each request isぉ・

signed with counters like TTL (time-to-live) [5] and 

HTL (hops-to-live) [2]. Each time a request is for-

warded to another peer， the counter is decremented. 
If the counter gets zero， the message is thrown away. 
In the distributed hashing way [4，6-8]， peers are to・
tally ordered， e.g. by their addresses. Peers to which 
a request is issued are selected by a hashing function. 

However， it is not easy to adopt the distributed hash-
ing mechanism if 0吋ectsare a priori distributed and 

objec脂 dynamicallyjoin， leave， and change. 
In this paper， we discuss a new type of flooding aト
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gorithm. Ev~n if there might be bigger possibility to 
find a solution in one way. some integer value of TTL 
or HTL is assigned for a request on every way in tra-
ditional flooding algorithms. We newly introduce a 
concept of charge which is allocated to a request. The 

charge of a request shows the total amount of commu-
nication overheads to find objects. The more a request 

is charged. the more number of peers can be accessed. 

For each request (0， op， Q). the application agent 
tries to find a peer as follows: 

1. First. a surrogate peer which is granted' an ac-
cess right (0， op) and can support enough QoS is 
found in an overlay network. If found. the appli-
cation agent negotiates with the surrogate peer to 
manipulate the object 0 through the method op. 

2. If not found or no surrogate agrees on manipu-
lating the object o. a granter peer of the object is 
searched. If found， the application agent negoti-
ates with the gl加 terpeer to grant to access right. 

Initially. an application agent in a peer computer is-
sues a request A to find an object o. The問 questA is 
charged for some integer value V. A.charge:= V. The 
request A is sent to another peer c. Here. A.charge 
is decremented by one. A.charge := A.charge -1. If 
the request A is not satisfiable on manipulating objects 
in the peer c and is still charged. a set Cand(A. c) of 
candidate acquaintance agents c which knows some-
thing about objects which A would Iike to manipu-
late is found. The request A is hopeful on a peer c if 
Cand(A， c) f;ゆ.Otherwise. the request A is hope-
less. The hopeful request A selects some acquain-
tances Target(A. c) (三 Cand(A.c)). If ITarget(A， c)1 

> 1， i.e. Target(A， c) = {Ch . . '. Cm} (m > 1)， the 
request A is split into sub requests Al'・・・，Am.Each 
sub問questAi is sent to a peer Ci (i = 1，'・ .，m). 

Here， the charge is allocated to the sub requests A 1， 

・" Am based on the weight factors. Let W(c， Ci) 
show the weight of a p閃~ci for a peer c. Ai.charge:= 
A.c.加噌e・αiwhereαi = W(c， Ci) / E7=1 W(c， Cj). 
That is， the more trust a peer ci is， the larger amount 
of charge is allocated to a request Ai. 

Each request A has some condition Cond(A).百四

request A tries to find peers which satisfies Cond(A). 
Suppose the request A自nishesmanipulating objects 
in a peer c. The request A carries a variable A.state 
whose initial value is U (unsuccessful). If Cond(A) 
is satisfied on a peer Cj， A.state = S (successful). If 
A.state = S. the request A has so far visited some peer 
where objects are successfully manipulated. 

Suppose a request A fini 

preceding peer c'. The request A waits for responses 
other requests. If a sibling request A' backs to the 
peer d. A.charge := A.Chal宮e+ A'.charge. A.state 
:= S if A.state = U and A'.state = S. Suppose all 
the sibling reques臼 backto the peer d. If A.charge 
= 0， the request A further backs to the preceding peer 
c. Target(A. d) := Cand(A， d) -Target(A， d). If 
Target(A， c') f;仇 therequest A moves to peers in 
Target(A， c'). A request A is transmitted as follows: 
[Transmission of a requωt A on a peer c] 

1. Initially， an application is initiated on a peer 
c. The application peer issues a request A. 
A.charge := V and A.state := U. 

2. A set Cand(A. c) of acquaintance peers of c for 
the condition Cond(A) is obtained for the request 
A. If the request A is hopeless， A backs to the 
preceding peer from c. 

3. The request A obtains a set Target(A， c) (C 

Cand(A， c)) = {Cl， • ・品} of target peers. 

4. The request A is split to sibling requests 
Al' .. ，Am which move to the target peers 
Cl，…，Cm， respectively. Here， Ai.charge := 

A.charge.αi (i = 1，.. .，m). 

5. If a request A moves to a peer c. A.charge := 
A.charge ・1.A manipulates objects if the objects 
can be manipulated in the peer c. 

6. If a response of sibling request A' backs to a peer 
c， A.charge := A.charge + A' .charge. A.state := 
S if A'.state = S. go to 2. 

7. If responses of all the sibling requests return to 
the request A， other targets Target(A， c) is found 
for the request A. If the target peer is found， go 

to 4. Otherwise. the request A furthermore backs 
to the preceding pee仁

6 Evaluation 

We evaluate the charge-based flooding algorithm 
compared with the Gnutella flooding algorithm [5]. 
Here， peers are interconnected in mesh structure. That 

is， each peer is physically connected with four neigh-
boring peers. Replicas of an object are randomly dis-
tributed to peers in the network. In the Gnutella flood-
ing algorithm， one peer sends a request to four neigh-
boring peers. If none of the neighboring peers has 
an object， each of them forwards the request to three 
neighboring peers. If a same request is received af-
ter receiving a request by a peer， the request is dis-

carded. In the full flooding， duplicate requests are 
not discarded. By using TTL， if some number TfL 
of peers are hopped by a request， the request message 
is discarded to avoid the explosion of messages. In 
the charge-based algorithm， the trustworthy factor is 
randomly assigned to each peer. Based on the factors 
of neighboring peers， each peer decides on the charge. 
Following the白gures，the charge-based algorithm sup-
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Concluding Remarks 

We discussed how to manipulate multimedia ob-

jects distributed in P2P overlay network.百leobjects 

are replicated in various ways， fully or p訂 tiallyinstan-

tiated， qualified， and equipped in the networks. These 
relation among objects and replicas are represented in 

the object graph. 百len，we discussed charge-based 

flooding algorithm to manipulate objects through ac-

quaintances. We evaluated the algorithm for detecting 

peers compared with other flooding algorithms. 

Figure 10. Hit ratio (T = 1 [%]). 
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ports smaller communication and higher hit ratio than 

the flooding algorithm. In the evaluation， 5∞x500 

peers are distributed in a mesh. Here， let T show how 

many percentages of the peers have target objects. 

Figures 7 and 8 show the total number of messages 

transmitted to find a target peer for the charge-based 

and Gnutella algorithms where T = 10 [%] and 1 [%]， 
respectively. Figures 9 and 10 show the hit ratio for T 

= 10 [%] and 1 [%]， respectively. In the charge-based 

algorithm， each request is charged with the number of 
messages which are transmitted by the flooding algo-

rithm for each TIL. For example， 8744 messages are 

transmiUed for TIL = 7. For TI工=7， a request is 

charged 8744 in the charge-based algorithm. 
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Figure 7. Number of messages (T = 10 
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Figure 8. Number of messages (r = 1 [0/0]). 
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